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Abstract. Global trends in the worldwide economy lead to new challenges for
manufacturing enterprises and to new requirements regarding modeling
industrial organizations, like integration of real-time information from
operations and information about neighboring enterprises in the value network.
Consequently, there is a need to design new, knowledge-based workflows and
supporting software systems to increase efficiency of designing and
maintaining new product ranges, production planning and manufacturing. The
paper presents an approach to a specific aspect of enterprise modeling, productprocess-machine modeling, derived from two real life case studies. It assumes
ontology-based integration of various information sources and software systems
and distinguishes four levels. The upper two levels (levels of product manager
and product engineer) concentrate on customer requirements and product
modeling. The lower two levels (levels of production engineer and production
manager) focus on production process and production equipment modeling.
Key words: Product-process-machine modeling, enterprise
knowledge model, product model, production model.
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Introduction

Enterprise modeling has a long tradition in the area of industrial organization and
production logistics, which is manifested in the field of enterprise engineering with its
many techniques and developments (see, e.g. [1, 2]). Similar to business modeling or
process modeling, the subjects of enterprise models in industrial organization are
processes, organization structures, information flows and resources, but for
manufacturing and logistics tasks, not for business processes. Global trends in the
worldwide economy, like agile manufacturing, value networks or changeable
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production systems, lead to new challenges for manufacturing enterprises and to new
requirements regarding modeling industrial organizations. Traditional enterprise
models need to be enhanced with product knowledge, real-time information from
operations, and information about neighboring enterprises in the value network.
Consequently, there is a need to design new, knowledge-based workflows and
supporting software systems to increase efficiency of designing and maintaining new
product ranges, production planning and manufacturing.
However, implementation of such changes in large companies faces many
difficulties because business process cannot simply be stopped to switch between old
and new workflows, old and new software systems have to be supported at the same
time, the range of products, which are already in the markets, has to be maintained in
parallel with new products, etc. Another problem is that it is difficult to estimate in
advance which solutions and workflows would be efficient and convenient for the
decision makers and employees. Hence, just following existing implementation
guidelines is not advisable (confirmed, e.g., by Bokinge and Malmqvist in [3] for
PLM), and the adaptation process to changes has to be and iterative and interactive.
Within enterprise modeling for industrial organizations, this paper focuses on
modeling an essential aspect of production systems, the product – process – machine
(PPM) system. While a production system includes all elements required to design,
produce, distribute, and maintain a physical product, the PPM system only includes
design and production of a product, i.e. a PPM system can be considered a subsystem
of a production system. The paper presents an approach to “Product-ProcessMachine” system modeling, which focuses on integrating product, production and
machine knowledge for iterative and interactive product lifecycle management
(PLM). The main contributions of this paper are (a) from a conceptual perspective we
propose to integrate information at the intersection of product, process and machine
models essential for planning changes and assessing their effects, (b) from a technical
perspective we propose to use a knowledge structure suitable for extension with
domain specific components and (c) from an application perspective we show two
industrial cases indicating flexibility and pertinence of the approach.
Based on related work in the field (section 2) and experiences from two industrial
cases, the paper introduces the overall PPM system modeling approach (section 3)
and shows its use for different roles in PLM (section 4). Section 5 discusses
experiences and lessons learned, and summarizes the work.

2

Modeling PPM systems

Due to the trends and challenges identified in section 1 enterprises need to be quick
responsive to changes in their environment, which basically means the ability to
identify (a) the potential options how to react to changes and (b) the effects of acting
in a certain way, without endangering current operations of customer relations. As a
basis for this “agility” an integrated view on knowledge from the product, process and
machine perspective and mechanisms tailored to the needs of decision makers in the
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enterprise are recommendable. In this context, an integrated view to knowledge
should encompass:
Dependencies and relationships within the PPM perspectives:
o Product perspective: products consist of components, fulfill customer
requirements, are built according to design principles, use certain
materials and apply specific design principles and rules.
o Process perspective: processes are cross-connected between each
other by information, material and control flows
o Machine perspectives: machines consist of sub-systems offering
capabilities depending on other sub-systems and production logistics
components.
The above are only some examples of information relevant for decision
makers in manufacturing enterprises when evaluating options and their effects.
Dependencies and relationships between the perspectives: products are
developed and manufactured in processes; processes are performed using
resources, like machines; machines are operated by roles, which in turn are
responsible for certain processes and products or product parts. These
examples show that there are many relationships between different
perspectives that have to be understood when developing and assessing
options for reacting on environmental changes.
This integrated view primarily requires information quantifying and qualifying the
dependencies between the different perspectives, i.e. not all available information
within the different perspective has to be included. Details of product design,
operations of productions as provided by CAD or CAX systems usually are not
required. Most existing approaches in engineering for manufacturability, PLM and
production line engineering strive for an information integration and functional
integration covering all life cycle phases. Our focus is on integrating essential
information for key roles in a change process (see section 3).
Important roles in an enterprise when it comes to evaluating options and effects are
the product manager and the production engineer. They would be among the primary
user groups of a PPM system model and knowledge base. The product manager is
responsible for the short-term and mid-term development of a product in terms of
translating customer requirements to product features (target setting), guidance and
supervision of the design process from customer features to the way of implementing
them as functions, control of variability indicated by new and existing product
functions, interface to sales and marketing, etc. If changes in the environment occur,
the product manager has to investigate options on product level how to act or react. In
cooperation with the product manager, the production engineer is responsible for
making the product “manufacturable”, i.e. adjust product design, material or features
to what the machines in the production system can manufacture. Furthermore, the
production engineer designs the overall production system by developing an
appropriate composition of sub-systems and the flow of resources, materials and
products.
Modeling in manufacturing and control has a long tradition, which does not only
include the above mentioned perspectives, but also business aspects of manufacturing
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and the design, construction and operations part. This is manifested in reference
models and frameworks, such as GERAM [4] and CIMOSA [5], and in a variety of
standards for modeling the different perspectives (e.g. STEP [6] and CMII [7]).
Furthermore, large European research projects and networks, like ATHENA [8],
developed approaches for integrating enterprise system modeling and production
system modeling into a joint framework. PLM systems address the complete lifecycle
of products including production systems aspects and both, logistics in the supply
chain and in production.
Integrated modeling of PPM systems has been investigated before. Many
approaches exist which integrate two of the above mentioned perspectives. Examples
are [9] that combine product and machine perspective, [10] where Buchmann and
Karagiannis partly integrate process and product, and [11] with an approach for
integrating product and machine perspective. Sandkuhl and Billig [12] propose the
use of an enterprise ontology for product, process, resource and role modeling.
However, this approach is limited to the application area of product families in
automotive industries. Lillehagen and Krogstie [13] use active knowledge models for
capturing dependencies between different knowledge perspectives. They use active
knowledge models, which fulfill most of the requirements regarding the knowledge to
be included, but their representation as visual models is not appropriate for reasoning
and knowledge creation.

3

Approach

The proposed approach to PPM-System modeling originates from experiences in
two industrial case studies. These cases served as basis for developing the approach
and were used for implementing it and each of the cases implemented a different part.
The first case is from a project with a global automation equipment manufacturer with
more than 300 000 customers in 176 countries. The detailed description of this project
is presented in [14, 15]. The automation equipment manufacturer has a large number
of products consisting of various components. The project aimed at product
codification, i.e. structuring and coding the products and their components and
defining rules for coding and configuration. This coding forms the basis for quickly
adapting to new market requirements by facilitating easing configuration of new
products and the production system.
The second case is from manufacturing industries and resulted in a tool called
DESO (Design of Structured Objects). This tool supports part of our approach and is
capable of describing production processes and production facilities [16, 17]. It
distinguishes two planning levels: the central planning area and the decentralized
planning area of distributed plants. Every production program project or planning
activity is initiated by a request asking for manufacturing of a product in a predefined
volume and timeframe. Starting from this information, the central planning staff has
the task to design a production system capable of fulfilling the given requirements and
consisting of different plants. The involved engineers prepare the requests for
different plants using the production system design.
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Fig. 1. Multi-level enterprise modelling concept
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The engineers harmonize and aggregate parallel incoming requests for different
planning periods. The different plants offer their production modules as a contribution
to the entire network system. On plant level, engineers have to analyze the
manufacturing potentials concerning capacity and process capability of their facilities.
Only in the plants is the specific and detailed knowledge and data regarding the
selection and adaptation of the machining systems to the new production tasks
available. The expertise for developing and engineering of the production modules is
available only in the plants.
In the context of these two cases, we propose from a conceptual perspective to
distinguish two levels when representing knowledge required for central and decentral
planning. The approach is illustrated in fig. 1. The first level describes the structural
knowledge, i.e. the “schema” used to represent what is required for the two planning
levels. Knowledge represented by the second level is an instantiation of the first level
knowledge; this knowledge holds object instances. The object instances have to
provide information at the intersection of product, process and machine models
essential for planning changes and assessing their effects. What information is
essential can be judged from different perspectives. Our approach is to put the
demand of the main target groups presented in section 2 into the focus, i.e. product
manager and production engineer. Since the PPM perspectives cannot be seen as
isolated (see section 2), the common and “interfacing” aspects are most important.
The knowledge of the first level (structural knowledge) is described by a common
ontology of the company's product families (classes). Ontologies provide a common
way of knowledge representation for further processing. They have shown their
usability for this type of tasks (e.g., [18-20]).
The major ontology is in the center of the model. It is used to solve the problem of
knowledge heterogeneity and enables interoperability between heterogeneous
information sources due to provision of their common semantics and terminology
[21]. This ontology describes all the products (already under production and planned
or future products), their features (existing and possible), production processes and
production equipment. Population and application of this ontology are supported by a
number of tools, described in detail in section 4. A knowledge map connects the
ontology with different knowledge sources of the company.
At the level of product manager, the customer needs are analyzed. The parameters
and terminology used by the customer often differ from those used by the product
engineers. For this reason, a mapping between the customer needs and internal
product requirements is required. Based on the requirements new products, product
modifications or new production systems can be engineered for future production.
The approach distinguishes between virtual and real modules. Virtual modules are
used for grouping technological operations from the production engineer’s point of
view. The real modules represent actual production equipment (machines) at the level
of production manager.
The first case study addressed the requirements and support for product manager
and product engineers. Production engineers and production managers are supported
by the tool developed in the second case study.
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Fig. 2. Main window of the product hierarchy description tool [14]
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The Modeling Approach in Practice
Product Engineer Support

The first step to implementation of the approach is creation of the ontology. This
operation was done automatically based on existing documents and defined rules of
the model building. The resulting ontology consists of more than 1000 classes
organized into a 4 level taxonomy (fig. 2).
Taxonomical relationships support inheritance that makes it possible to define more
common attributes for higher level classes and inherit them to lower level subclasses.
The same taxonomy is used in the company's PDM and ERP systems.
For each product family (class) a set of properties (attributes) is defined, and for
each property the possible values and their codes are specified. The lexicon of
properties is valid ontology-wide, i.e. the values can be reused for different families.
Application of the common single ontology provides for the consistency of the
product codes and makes it possible to reflect incorporated changes in the codes
instantly.
4.2

Complex Product Modeling

An experience from the first industrial case is that customers nowadays wish to buy
complete customized solutions (referred to as “complex products”) consisting of
numerous products, rather than separate isolated products which have to be integrated
into a solution. Whereas such complex products in the past were configured by
experts based on the customer requirements, they nowadays to a large extent have to
be configurable by the customers, which requires appropriate tool support and
automation. However, inter-product relationships are very challenging. For example,
the most common use case is the relationship between a main product and an
accessory product. While both products are derived from different complex products
there are dependencies which assign a correct accessory to a configured main product.
The dependencies are related to the products’ individual properties and values. E.g.,
”1x3/2 or 2x3/2-way valve” cannot be installed on a valve terminal if its size is “Size
10, deviating flow rate 1”. The depth of product-accessory relationships is not limited,
so accessory-of-accessory combinations have also to be taken into account. These
relationships can be very complex when it comes to define the actual location and
orientation of interfaces and mounting points between products.
Complex product description consists of two major parts: product components and
rules. Complex product components can be the following: simple products, other
complex products, and application data. The set of characteristics of the complex
product is a union of characteristics of its components. The rules of the complex
products are union of the rules of its components plus extra rules. Application data is
an auxiliary component, which is used for introduction of some additional
characteristics and requirements to the product (for example, operating temperatures,
certification, electrical connection, etc.). They affect availability and compatibility of
certain components and features via defined rules.
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Fig. 3. Solution rules example [15]

Some example rules are shown in Fig. 3. The figure presents a valve terminal
(VTUG) and compatibility of electrical accessories option C1 (individual connecting
cable) with mounting accessories (compatible only with H-rail mounting) and
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accessories for input-output link (not compatible with 5 pin straight plug M12). These
rules are stored in the database and can later be used during configuration of the valve
terminal for certain requirements.
When the product model is finished it is offered to the customers, i.e. the
customers could configure required products and solutions themselves or with
assistance of product managers.
4.3

Production Facilities Modeling

The DESO system is a tool for management and structured storage of information in
knowledge domain, and for processing this information. Depending on the domain
under consideration, the system can be extended by additional components for solving
specific problems using the information stored in the DESO database. Up to now,
components for enterprise production program planning, for production module
design, and for industrial resources distribution and planning were developed.
Initially, the DESO system was developed in a project focusing on the early stages
of planning investments including (a) derivation of production scenarios, (b)
determination of investment cost, (c) assignment of locations and (d) estimation of
variable product cost. The system aims at providing a knowledge platform enabling
manufacturing enterprises to achieve reduced lead time and reduced cost based on
customer requirements through customer satisfaction by means of improved
availability, communication and quality of product information. It follows a
decentralized method for intelligent knowledge and solutions access. The configuring
process incorporates the following features: order-free selection, limits of resources,
optimization (minimization or maximization), default values, freedom to make
changes in Global Production Network model.

Fig. 4. Product-Process-Machine system modeling

The architecture of the system reflects the structure of “Product-Process-Machine”
system. It includes three main IT-Modules or software tools (fig. 4).
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The hierarchy editor (fig. 5) is a tool for creating, editing and managing
hierarchical relations between objects. These relations may show structures of objects,
sequence of operations for a part production, possible alternatives of accommodation
etc. The hierarchy editor supports inheriting subordinate objects, what allows creating
of complex hierarchical systems of objects by some stages, and using templates
automating the user’s work.

Fig. 5. Hierarchy editor of DESO [16]

DESO distinguishes between virtual and real modules. In accordance with the
approach, the virtual modules are used for grouping technological operations from
production engineer’s point of view (fig. 5). The real modules stand for the real
equipment used for the actual production (fig. 6). The production engineer sets
correspondences between the technological operations of virtual modules and
machines of real modules (fig. 7).
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Fig. 6. Real module description

Fig. 7. Setting correspondences between operations of virtual modules and machines of real modules
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5

Summary and Discussion

The paper presents an approach to product-process-machine modeling derived from
two real life case studies. Compared to existing approaches in the field, which strive
for the integration of all available information in the different PPM models, our focus
is on integrating essential information for two key roles in an adaptation process to
new market requirements, i.e. product manager and production engineer. The
approach is based on the idea of integrating various information sources and software
systems and distinguishes four levels. The upper two levels (levels of product
manager and product engineer) concentrate on customer requirements and product
modeling. The lower two levels (levels of production engineer and production
manager) focus on production process and production equipment modeling.
As already mentioned, just following existing guidelines for implementing new
workflows often is not possible for number of reasons. Engineers and managers do
not have sufficient information to decide in advance which solution would be more
convenient and efficient for them. As a result, the implementation of new workflows
is more a “trial-and-error” process.
This was in a higher degree visible when working with product managers and
product engineers in the first case study. In the second case study (aimed at the levels
of production engineer and production manager) this issue was less obvious, because
the “explorative” production planning could be done in parallel with the actual one. In
this context, the modeling of the “product-process-machine” system proved to be an
efficient solution.
The model built enabled automation of a number of processes previously done
manually. The main advantages of the developed solution are [15]:
- Automatically creating master data in SAP models;
- Automatically creating data for the configuration models and services;
- Automatically generating an ordering sheet for the print documentation (this
ordering sheet was generated earlier with much effort manually);
- Automatically generating a product and service list which is needed in the
complete process implementing new products.
Based on the experiences from the two cases, our conclusion is that the aim of
integrating information from the perspectives product, process and machine was
achieved and that it supports identifying potential options in case of changes and the
effects of these options. Examples are parallel incoming requests with respect to
product features or their effects on re-scheduling and re-configuring the production
facilities. Product managers and production engineers are supported in their tasks and
responsibilities, both with respect to the central planning level and for the distributed
plants.
Experience from the implementation of the mentioned projects shows that deep
automation of the Product-Process-Machine system could be achieved if it is
considered as one complex system. This requires consideration of all levels of the
production system indicated in sec. 3. To facilitate implementation of such projects,
first, the structural information has to be collected followed by identification of the
relationships. This can be done only through long-term time-consuming
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communications with experts from the company. As a consequence, we consider
using typical structural models or recurring “patterns” for such models as promising
and beneficial for such processes.
The limitation of the approach is that it focuses only on the “integrating links”
between the different perspectives, i.e. we do not attempt to integrate all existing
information regarding construction, design, operation of administrative aspects of
products and production systems. Future work will include conceptual extensions and
gathering more experiences from practical cases. Conceptual extension will be
directed to support more roles in the area of industrial organization by implementing
additional features. An example is the extension towards integration of suppliers or
partners in the value network.
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